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http://www.fukufukuplaza.jp/info/

10:30 : arrival by bus at the Fuku Fuku Plaza, Fukuoka
“Fukuoka-city Support Center for the Practice of Long-term Care”

The Fuku Fuku Plaza’s main mission is to: 
-provide different socio-cultural services
-enhance the knowledge of citizens via counselling
-encourage “aging in place” strategies



• Fuku Fuku Plaza was built by Fukuoka-city and is 
managed by a private company (outsourcing). This 
center provides:

• free advice to the public by professionals in a 
convenient and welcoming environment

• personalized services, training or information 
according to the needs of each customer

• free lectures on “how to provide care”, “information 
about the long term care insurance”, “technical skills 
in care: use of diapers and correct transfers” and so 
on.  In total about 160 lectures per year! 



• We are welcomed on the 3rd floor of the building by our guide, 
Mrs. Naitou Hisae. She is a physical therapist and is going to show 
us some of the equipment displayed here, thousands of items and 
furniture designed to take care or assist in their everyday lives 
disabled and/or senior persons. 

• The Exhibition Floor displays every month a new topic. This month’s 
topic is: “forgetting”. The target population: persons suffering of 
Dementia. On the table the customer can buy or rent many useful 
objects, like a beeper and an alarm system to help to remember 
keys, pills, or any important object of everyday life. 





We start the visit with beds. When an item has a yellow tag, it means 
that it can be conveniently rented.  
For example, this amazingly well designed for the Japanese market 
bed.  Many beds can be adjustable in heights by remote control (with 
special caution when in motion to avoid injuries of the patient) but this 
one is special: 
it goes right down to the floor to prevent falls and to give the 
opportunity to older Japanese people to enjoy a good night sleep on 
the Japanese style floor tatami. It costs 4000$ without the mattress, 
but of course you can rent it if you prefer. 





• We take a quick look at the bed lifts and at the 
amazingly wide offer in walkers



the tableware corner

So many easy to hold and at the same time elegant items are on 
display there! 
Mrs. Naitou explains that the trend is to encourage patients to keep on 
using chopsticks, even if shifting to a spoon would be easier. It is better 
to try not only to maintain a positive self-image,
but also because it is a very good physical therapy and challenge.  
Many different kinds of chopsticks are proposed here, and convenient 
bowls and plates to use with only one hand.

Different kind of tools according to any kind of disability are also 
proposed here. There are “no hold” tools, grip hand straps, and even 
some soft plastic spoon that you can adapt to your own hand by 
shaping in hot water! 



It is very important to maintain the independence 
and to encourage the patient to eat by himself. 

These tools are precious everyday life’s assistants!



• Our next discoveries concern the wide selection of special portable 
toilets and commode chairs. There is a plastic collection, but also a 
wood collection for a more elegant esthetic. There are easy to use 
during the night, near the bed, to prevent falls while reaching the 
bathroom or accidents in the toilets. They are convenient and 
hygienic.  Some can be used with disposal plastic bags, but it is 
more expensive. 



For those interested in ecology, there is even an organic toilet using 
some kind of woodchips to reuse the organic waste as a fertilizer. 
There is no smell and the chair is elegant. But it is not very popular, 
because patients often have to take many chemical products and 
pills that could damage the environment. Also it needs electricity to 
be efficient. 



Bathroom products
Many special chairs for showers and other devices are on display. 
Everything is designed for the Japanese style family bath and 
sometimes the whole family enjoys the use of these convenient items!



The next corner is about security, nurse calls and buttons, alarms and 
calls for different places, to use in the house within 50 meters, and 
easy to use intercoms for seniors. 
Some security systems like a carpet connected to an alarm detects 
moves of the patient and prevent injuries and disappearances. 
It can be rented for 2000 yen /month thanks to the long term care 
insurance, or be bought for 15’000 yen. When registered as Disabled, a 
citizen could also get some subsides from the tax system insurance.

That corner has a great choice of different handles or kind of sticks, 
like the three feet cane that can help a lot to manage a transfer from 
bed to wheeling chair by oneself, and of course you can adjust them to 
your height. 
Japan is famous for its very elegant decorated or convenient folding 
walking sticks.



• We reach the very big parking lot for wheeling chairs and discover 
so many interesting models. Of course the electric ones, scooters 
(that Fukuoka-city helps you to buy) and normal wheeling chairs, 
but also very nice models designed for the Japanese market. 

• For example, a very narrow wheeling chair for a small Japanese 
style room, you can even take off the wheels to make it even 
smaller to turn near the bed. 



And this other one is for users who enjoy sitting on the Japanese floor 
tatami, then would like to sit on their wheeling chair by themselves.
The wheeling chair can go up and down easily thanks to a very 
convenient handle!



• Then we discover a small workshop where volunteers and 
craftsmen come to create tailored-made items according to the 
customers’ needs and requests, like some handles to help you put 
on your socks and other self-support equipment. 

• We take a glimpse at the special corner for private companies 
selling diapers, shoes and other specific clothes, then we enter the 
Model Room area. 



Welcome to the Model Room area!

• Citizens can visit this universal design apartment and select the 
most suitable rails, handrails, furniture, bathroom or kitchen 
equipment, and so one. They can take measurements and get some 
advice from professionals. 





In the Model Living-Room, we try some hearing amplifiers. Hearing 
issues are common in the aging population, so many products exist on 
the market. 
There are also sofas that help you to stand up, or to reach the floor if 
you prefer to live on Japanese tatami floor. 



• Lastly we play with a very cute “Smile Supplement Robot” that 
helps patients to feel relaxed and entertained. Thanks to censors, 
“Kabochan” communicates with humans, sings, plays games and 
even complains when nobody is paying attention to him! He loves 
to be carried in the air and reacts as a little boy. He knows the 
seasonal events thanks to his calendar and his programs, and helps 
patients to remain time-oriented. 

• We collect some useful pamphlets from the dispensers and thank 
our guide before leaving for the next floor.



• On the 5th floor, we visit the Practical Training Room. It is a huge 
space with beds and sinks, where people can practice and learn 
correct skills. It is a good place to train beginners in long term care 
or families who want to take care at home of a Disabled/Senior. 
Two mannequins are waiting in beds for somebody to practice 
transfers on them. There are also many kinds of baths, showers and 
bathrooms to practice. 



• The Fuku Fuku Plaza  - where it is of course possible to go 
everywhere with a wheeling chair thanks to its universal design -

is now crowded with customers coming to attend lectures, enjoying 
culture or services (like the library with reading for seeing-impaired 
people), and of volunteers and diverse associations’ members 
attending meetings. 
• We live the building at 11:45 to go to have lunch at a famous fish 

restaurant near the Fish Market. Enjoy your lunch break!



Thank you for watching!
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